
 

 

 

  
 

 

Fees for 2020-21 

The intentions of Inwoods Small School help generate a quality of care and dedication to total education which 

makes the School unique and our fee structure is designed to reflect this. We have a two-tier fees system, 

whereby parents can opt for either Tier 1 or Tier 2 fees; this is intended to make the School as affordable as 

possible to the widest number of families. 

Tier 1: for family incomes below £48,000     Annual Fees = £6,510 

Tier 2: for family incomes above £48,000     Annual Fees = £7,350 

A 15% Sibling Discount applies for the second and any subsequent siblings whilst the children are enrolled 

simultaneously. 

Fee Tiers 

You will be asked to state which category you come under that best matches your financial situation.  Invoicing 

will then happen accordingly and can be amended yearly if necessary. Those who come under Tier 2 will be 

helping the school receive the support it needs to cover the real costs of its provision.  The family income 

stated in the fee schedule is an approximate indication to those who can potentially afford more to give more.  

However, we are aware that financial circumstances vary, and that those on the cusp of the tier who also have 

more than one child may not fall under Tier 2 fees.  If this is the case, please let us know your situation. 

Bursaries 

Our aim is to embrace families from a wide range of income backgrounds, who are seriously interested in the 

ethos of the school and the shared responsibility of their child’s education. If you feel Inwoods would be the 

right place for your child, but are unable to meet the fees, it is always worth talking to us. Preference for 

bursaries is given to returning children, first year students are only given bursaries under exceptional 

circumstances and there are no full bursaries granted. Bursaries are only granted for one academic year at a 

time, but where the criteria for assistance are continuing to be met and funding is available, the Bursary 

Committee endeavours to continue to provide assistance from year-to-year. 

Lunches and Snacks 

 

Lunches are provided twice a week and snacks every day. The cost of lunch is £2.40 and the snack will be 

70p. A term’s notice will be given to you if this cost is likely to increase. 

 

Deposits 

 

Inwoods also requires a refundable deposit of £850.  On leaving the school, you will be able to choose to have 

your deposit refunded providing there are no outstanding debts. The deposit is payable on enrolment and will 

ensure that a place is available for your child. 

 

School Fees are normally non-refundable, although for this first year and the reopening of Inwoods we 

will return the fees without a term’s notice if for any reason the parent wishes to remove their child 

half way through the year.   

 

We regret that there can be no reduction to fees, lunches or snacks due to illness or holidays during 

school terms. 


